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1 Introduction
Let pM,Sq be a K-manifold of even dimension, oriented, and equipped with
a K-equivariant spinc bundle S. The orientation induces a decomposition
S “ S` ‘ S´, and the corresponding spinc Dirac operator is a first order
elliptic operator DS : ΓpM,S
`q Ñ ΓpM,S´q [2, 4, 6].
When M is compact, an important invariant is the equivariant index
QKpM,Sq P RpKq of the operator DS , that can be understood as the quan-
tization of the data pM,S,Kq [3, 7].
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The determinant line bundle of the spinc-bundle S is the line bundle
detpSq ÑM defined by the relation
detpSq :“ homClpS,Sq
where S is the Clifford module with opposite complex structure (see [20]).
The choice of an invariant Hermitian connection ∇ on detpSq determines
an equivariant map ΦS : M Ñ k
˚ and a 2-form ΩS on M by means of the
Kostant relations
(1.1) LpXq ´∇XM “ 2ixΦS ,Xy and ∇
2 “ ´2iΩS
for every X P k. Here LpXq denotes the infinitesimal action on the sections
of detpSq. We say that ΦS is the moment map for S (it depends however of
the choice of a connection).
Assume now that M is non-compact but that the moment map ΦS is
proper. In this case the formal geometric quantization of pM,S,Kq is well-
defined:
Q´8K pM,Sq P RˆpKq
as an index localized on the zeros of the Kirwan vector field [15, 17, 11, 9].
We will explain the construction in section 3.
Consider now a closed connected subgroup H Ă K. Let p : k˚ Ñ h˚ be
the canonical projection. The map p ˝ ΦS corresponds to the moment map
for S relative to the H-action.
The main result of our note is the following
Theorem 1.1 Suppose that p ˝ ΦS is proper. Then the following holds:
• The K-module Q´8K pM,Sq is H-admissible.
• We have Q´8K pM,Sq|H “ Q
´8
H pM,Sq.
We obtained a similar result in the symplectic setting in [16]. Here
our method uses the compactifications of reductive groups a` la de Concini-
Procesi and the multiplicative property of the functor Q´8K that has been
proved recently by Hochs and Song [9].
Notations
Throughout the paper :
• K denotes a compact connected Lie group with Lie algebra k.
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• We denote by RpKq the representation ring of K : an element E P
RpKq can be represented as a finite sum E “
ř
µP pK mµpiµ, with mµ P
Z. The multiplicity of the trivial representation is denoted rEsK .
• We denote by RˆpKq the space of Z-valued functions on pK. An element
E P RˆpKq can be represented as an infinite sum E “
ř
µP pK mpµqpiµ,
with mpµq P Z.
• An element ξ P k˚ is called regular if the stabilizer subgroup Kξ :“
tk P K, k ¨ ξ “ ξu is a maximal torus of K.
• When K acts on a manifold M , we denote XM pmq :“
d
dt
|t“0e
´tX ¨m
the vector field generated by ´X P k. Sometimes we will also use the
notation XM pmq “ ´X ¨m. The set of zeroes of the vector field XM
is denoted MX .
2 The rQ,Rs “ 0 theorem in the spinc setting
In this section we suppose that M is compact and we recall the results of
[20] concerning the multiplicities of QKpM,Sq P RpKq.
For any ξ P k˚, we denote kξ the Lie algebra of the stabilizer subgroup
Kξ. A coadjoint orbit P “ Kη is of type pkξq if the conjugacy classes pkηq
and pkξq are equal.
Definition 2.1 Let pkM q be the generic infinitesimal stabilizer for the K-
action on M . We says that the K-action on M is nice if there exists ξ P k˚
such that
(2.2) prkM , kM sq “ prkξ , kξsq.
The first result of [20] is the following
Theorem 2.2 If the K-action on M is not nice, then QKpM,Sq “ 0 for
any spinc bundle S.
We suppose now that the K-action on M is nice. The conjugacy class
pkξq satisfying (2.2) is unique and is denoted phM q (see Lemma 3 in [19]).
Definition 2.3 A coadjoint orbit P Ă k˚ is admissible if P carries a spinc-
bundle SP such that the corresponding moment map is the inclusion P ãÑ k
˚.
We denote simply by QspinK pPq the element QKpP,SP q P RpKq.
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We can check easily [19] that QspinK pPq is either 0 or an irreducible rep-
resentation of K, and that the map
O ÞÑ piKO :“ Q
spin
K pOq
defines a bijection between the regular admissible orbits and the dual pK.
When O is a regular admissible orbit, an admissible coadjoint orbit P is
called an ancestor of O (or a K-ancestor of piK
O
) if QspinK pPq “ pi
K
O
.
Denote by ApphM qq the set of admissible orbits of type phM q. The fol-
lowing important fact is proved in section 5 of [20].
Proposition 2.4 Let P P ApphM qq.
• If P belongs to the set of regular values of ΦS, the reduced space
MP “ Φ
´1
S
pPq{K
is an oriented orbifold equipped with a spinc bundle. The index of the
corresponding Dirac operator on the orbifoldMP is denoted Q
spinpMP q P
Z [10].
• In general, the spinc index QspinpMP q P Z associated to the (possibly
singular) reduced space MP is defined by a deformation procedure.
The rQ,Rs “ 0 Theorem in the spinc setting takes the following form.
Theorem 2.5 ([20]) Let O be a regular admissible orbit.
The multiplicity of the representation piK
O
in QKpM,Sq is equal toÿ
P
QspinpMP q
where the sum runs over the ancestors of O of type phM q. In other words
QKpM,Sq “
ÿ
PPApphM qq
QspinpMP qQ
spin
K pPq.
3 Formal geometric quantization in the spinc set-
ting
In this section the manifold M is not necessarily compact, but the moment
map ΦS is supposed to be proper.
We choose an invariant scalar product in k˚ that provides an identifica-
tion k » k˚.
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Definition 3.1 ‚ The Kirwan vector field associated to ΦS is defined by
(3.3) κSpmq “ ´ΦSpmq ¨m, m PM.
‚ We denote by ZS the set of zeroes of κS . Thus ZS is a K-invariant
closed subset of M .
The set ZS , which is not necessarily smooth, admits an easy description.
Choose a Weyl chamber t˚` Ă t
˚ in the dual of the Lie algebra of a maximal
torus T of K. We see that
(3.4) ZS “
ž
βPBS
Zβ
where Zβ corresponds to the compact set KpM
β X Φ´1
S
pβqq, and BS “
ΦSpZSq X t
˚
`. The properness of ΦS insures that for any compact subset
C Ă t˚ the intersection BS X C is finite.
The principal symbol of the Dirac operatorDS is the bundle map σpM,Sq P
ΓpT˚M,hompS`,S´qq defined by the Clifford action
σpM,Sqpm, νq “ cmpν˜q : S|
`
m Ñ S|
´
m.
where ν P T˚M » ν˜ P TM is an identification associated to an invariant
Riemannian metric on M .
Definition 3.2 The symbol σpM,S,ΦSq shifted by the vector field κS is the
symbol on M defined by
σpM,S,ΦSqpm, νq “ σpM,Sqpm, ν˜ ´ κSpmqq
for any pm, νq P T˚M .
For any K-invariant open subset U Ă M such that U X ZS is compact
in M , we see that the restriction σpM,S,ΦSq|U is a transversally elliptic
symbol on U , and so its equivariant index is a well defined element in RˆpKq
(see [1, 18]).
Thus we can define the following localized equivariant indices.
Definition 3.3 • A closed invariant subset Z Ă ZS is called a compo-
nent of ZS if it is a union of connected components of ZS .
• If Z is a compact component of ZS , we denote by
QKpM,S, Zq P RˆpKq
the equivariant index of σpM,S,Φq|U where U is an invariant neigh-
bourhood of Z so that U X ZS “ Z.
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By definition, Z “ H is a component of ZS and QKpM,S,Hq “ 0. For
any β P BS , Zβ is a compact component of ZS .
When the manifold M is compact, the set BS is finite and we have the
decomposition
QKpM,Sq “
ÿ
βPBS
QKpM,S, Zβq.
See [14, 18].
When the manifoldM is not compact, but the moment map ΦS is proper,
we can defined
Q´8K pM,Sq :“
ÿ
βPBS
QKpM,S, Zβq
The sum of the right hand side is not necessarily finite but it converges in
RˆpKq (see [17, 11, 9]). We call Q´8K pM,Sq P RˆpKq the formal geometric
quantization of the data pM,S,ΦS ,Kq.
Hochs and Song prove the following important property concerning the
functoriality of Q´8K relatively to the product of manifolds.
Theorem 3.4 ([9]) Let pM,Sq be a spinc K-manifold with a proper mo-
ment map ΦS . Let pP,SP q be a compact spin
c K-manifold (even dimensional
and oriented). Then the spinc manifold pM ˆ P,S b SP q admits a proper
moment map and we have the following equality in RˆpKq:
Q´8K pM ˆ P,S b SP q “ Q
´8
K pM,Sq bQKpP,SP q.
With Theorem 3.4 in hand we can compute the multiplicities ofQ´8K pM,Sq
like in the compact setting by using the shifting trick.
LetO be an admissible regular orbit ofK. We denote by rpiK
O
: Q´8K pM,Sqs
the multiplicity of piK
O
in Q´8K pM,Sq P RˆpKq. Let O
˚ be the admissible orbit
´O: we have QKpO
˚,SO˚q “ ppi
K
O
q˚. Thanks to Theorem 3.4 we get
rpiKO : Q
´8
K pM,Sqs “
“
Q´8K pM,Sq bQKpO
˚,SO˚q
‰K
“
“
Q´8K pM ˆO
˚,S b SO˚q
‰K
.
We consider the productMˆO˚ equipped with the spinc-bundle SbSO˚ .
The corresponding moment map is ΦSbS
O˚
pm, ξq “ ΦSpmq` ξ. We use the
simplified notation ΦO for ΦSbS
O˚
, κO for the corresponding Kirwan vector
field on M ˆO˚, and ZO :“ tκO “ 0u.
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In [20], we introduced a locally constant function dO : ZO Ñ R, and we
denote Z“0
O
“ tdO “ 0u. Using the localization
1 done in [20][section 4.5],
we get that
(3.5) rpiKO : Q
´8
K pM,Sqs “
“
Q´8K pM ˆO
˚,S b SO˚ , Z
“0
O q
‰K
Finally we obtain the same result like in the compact setting:
• If the K action on M is not nice, Z“0
O
“ H and then the multiplicity
rpiK
O
: Q´8K pM,Sqs
K vanishes for any regular admissible orbit O.
• If theK action onM is nice, we have rpiK
O
: Q´8K pM,Sqs
K “
ř
P
QspinpMPq
where the sum runs over the ancestors of O of type phM q.
In other words,
• if the K action on M is not nice, then Q´8K pM,Sq “ 0,
• if the K action on M is nice, we have
Q´8K pM,Sq “
ÿ
PPApphM qq
QspinpMP qQ
spin
K pPq.
Remark 3.5 We will use a particular case of identity (3.5) when the generic
infinitesimal stabilizer of the K-action on M is abelian, i.e. prkM , kM sq “ 0.
In this case Z“0
O
“ tΦO “ 0u and then
rpiKO : Q
´8
K pM,Sqs
K “
“
Q´8K pM ˆO
˚,S b SO˚ , tΦO “ 0uq
‰K
“ QspinpMOq.
4 Functoriality relatively to a subgroup
We come back to the setting of K-manifold M , even dimensional and ori-
ented, equipped with an equivariant spinc bundle S. We suppose that for
some choice of connection on detpSq the corresponding moment map ΦS is
proper. As explained earlier, the formal geometric quantization of pM,S,Kq
is well-defined : Q´8K pM,Sq P RˆpKq.
Consider now a closed connected subgroup H Ă K. Let p : k˚ Ñ h˚ be
the canonical projection. The map p ˝ ΦS correspond to the moment map
for the spinc bundle S relative to the H-action.
This section is dedicated to the proof of our main result.
1In [20] we work in the compact setting, but exactly the same proof works in the non
compact setting, as noticed by Hochs and Song [9].
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Theorem 4.1 Suppose that p˝ΦS is proper. Then the K-module Q
´8
K pM,Sq
is H-admissible, and
(4.6) Q´8K pM,Sq|H “ Q
´8
H pM,Sq.
We start with the following
Lemma 4.2 ‚ Q´8K pM,Sq is H-admissible when p ˝ΦS is proper.
‚ It is sufficient to prove (4.6) for manifolds with abelian generic in-
finitesimal stabilizers.
Proof. We have Q´8K pM,Sq “
ř
P
QspinpMP qQ
spin
K pPq where the sum
runs over the admissible orbits of type phM q.
Thanks to the rQ,Rs “ 0 Theorem we know that QspinK pPq|H “ Q
spin
H pPq “ř
P 1
QspinpPP 1qQ
spin
H pP
1q, where PP 1 “ P X p
´1pP 1q{H is the reduction of
the K-coadjoint orbit P relatively to H-coadjoint orbit P 1.
Hence Q´8K pM,Sq is H-admissible if for any H-coadjoint orbit P
1, the
sum ÿ
P
QspinpMPqQ
spinpPP 1q
admits only a finite number of non-zero terms. We see that QspinpPP 1q ‰
0 only if P 1 Ă ppPq and QspinpMP q ‰ 0 only if Φ
´1
S
pPq ‰ H. Finally
QspinpMP qQ
spinpPP 1q ‰ 0 only if
P P KΦS
`
pp ˝ΦSq
´1pP 1q
˘
.
Since p ˝ ΦS is proper, we have only a finite number of K-admissible or-
bits contained in the compact set KΦS
`
pp ˝ ΦSq
´1pP 1q
˘
. The first point is
proved.
Let us check the second point. Suppose that (4.6) holds for manifolds
with abelian generic infinitesimal stabilizers. Let Kρ be the regular admis-
sible orbit such that QspinK pKρq is the trivial representation.
To any spinc manifold pM,S,Kq with proper moment map ΦS , we asso-
ciate the productM ˆKρ which is a spinc K-manifold with proper moment
map ΦSbSKρ . The multiplicative property (see Theorem 3.4) gives
Q´8K pM,Sq “ Q
´8
K pM ˆKρ,S b SKρq.
Now we remark that the K-manifold M ˆKρ has abelian infinitesimal sta-
bilizers, and that p ˝ ΦSbSKρ is proper if p ˝ ΦS is proper. Then, when the
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moment map p ˝ ΦS is proper, we have
Q´8K pM,Sq|H “ Q
´8
K pM ˆKρ,S b SKρq|H
“ Q´8H pM ˆKρ,S b SKρq r1s
“ Q´8H pM,Sq bQHpKρ,SKρq r2s
“ Q´8H pM,Sq. r3s
Here we see that r1s is the identity (4.6) applied to M ˆ Kρ, r2s is the
multiplicative property relatively to the H-action, and r3s is due to the fact
that QHpKρ,SKρq is the trivial H-representation. l
4.1 De Concini-Procesi compactifications
We recall that T is a maximal torus of the compact connected Lie group K,
andW is the corresponding Weyl group. We define a K-adapted polytope in
t˚ to be a W -invariant Delzant polytope P in t˚ whose vertices are regular
elements of the weight lattice Λ. If tλ1, . . . , λru are the dominant weights
lying in the union of all the closed one-dimensional faces of P , then there is
a GˆG-equivariant embedding of G “ KC into
Pp
rà
i“1
pV Kλi q
˚ b V Kλi q
associating to g P G its representation on
Àr
i“1 V
K
λi
. The closure XP of
the image of G in this projective space is smooth and is equipped with a
K ˆ K-action. The restriction of the canonical Ka¨hler structure on XP
defines a symplectic 2-form ΩXP . We recall briefly the different properties
of pXP ,ΩXP q : all the details can be found in [16].
(1) XP is equipped with an Hamiltonian action of K ˆ K. Let Φ :“
pΦl,Φrq : XP Ñ k
˚ ˆ k˚ be the corresponding moment map.
(2) The image of Φ is equal to tpk ¨ ξ,´k1 ¨ ξq | ξ P P and k, k1 P Ku.
(3) The Hamiltonian KˆK-manifold pXP ,ΩXP q has no multiplicities: the
pull-back by Φ of a K ˆK-orbit in the image is a K ˆK-orbit in XP .
(4) The symplectic manifold pXP ,ΩXP q is prequantized by the restriction
of the hyperplane line bundle Op1q Ñ Pp‘Ni“1pV
K
λi
q˚b V Kλi q to XP : let
us denoted LP the corresponding K ˆK-equivariant line bundle.
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Let UP :“ K ¨ P
˝ where P ˝ is the interior of P . We define
X ˝P :“ Φ
´1
l pUP q
which is an invariant, open and dense subset of XP . We have the following
important property concerning X ˝P .
(5) There exists an equivariant diffeomorphism Υ : K ˆ UP Ñ X
˝
P such
that Υ˚pΦlqpg, νq “ g ¨ ν and Υ
˚pΦrqpg, νq “ ´ν.
The manifold XP is equipped with a family of spin
c bundles
SnP :“
ľ
pTXP q
1,0 b LbnP , n ě 1,
and we consider the corresponding K ˆK-modules QKˆKpXP ,S
n
P q.
Let t˚` Ă t
˚ be a Weyl chamber and let Λ Ă t˚ be the lattice of weights:
we denote by ρ P t˚` the half sum of the positive roots.
Proposition 4.3 We have the following decomposition
QKˆKpXP ,S
n
P q “
ÿ
OXtnP o`ρu‰H
piO b piO˚ `
ÿ
OXtn BP`ρu‰H
an,O piO b piO˚ .
Proof. The result is a consequence of the Meinrenken-Sjamaar rQ,Rs “ 0
theorem [12, 13, 21, 14]. To explain it, we parametrize the dual pK with
the highest weights. For any dominant weight α P Λ X t˚`, let V
K
α be the
irreducible representation of K with highest weight α. In other terms, V Kα “
piKα`ρ.
The symplectic rQ,Rs “ 0 theorem tells us that the multiplicity of
V Kα b V
K
γ in QKˆKpXP ,S
n
P q is equal to the Riemann-Roch number of the
symplectic reduced space Φ´1pK α
n
ˆK γ
n
q{K ˆK.
Points p2q above tell us that Φ´1pKa ˆKbq{K ˆK is non empty only
if Kb “ ´Ka and KaX P ‰ H. With point p4q , we see that the reduced
space Φ´1pKa ˆ ´Kaq{K ˆK is a (smooth) point if a P P o. The proof is
completed.
4.2 Cutting
Let M be a K-manifold of even dimension, oriented, equipped with a K-
equivariant spinc bundle S. Let ΦS be the moment map associated to a
hermitian connection on detpSq. We assume that ΦS is proper.
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We consider the manifold XP equipped with the spin
c bundle SnP :“Ź
pTXP q
1,0 b LbnP . The determinant line bundle detpS
n
P q is equal to
detppTXP q
1,0q b Lb2nP .
Let ϕl, ϕr : XP Ñ k
˚ be the moment maps associated to the action of
K ˆ K on the line bundle detppTXP q
1,0q. So the moment map relative to
the action of K ˆK on detpSnP q is the map Φ
n “ pΦnl ,Φ
n
r q : XP Ñ k
˚ ˆ k˚
defined by Φnl “ nΦl ` ϕl and Φ
n
r “ nΦr ` ϕr.
On the dense open subset X oP » K ˆ UP the line bundle detppTXP q
1,0q
admits a trivialization. Let c ą 0 such that the closed ball t}ξ} ď cu is
contained in UP . By partition of unity, we can choose a connection on
detppTXP q
1,0q such that the corresponding moment maps satisfy
(4.7) ϕlpxq “ ϕrpxq “ 0
if x P XP satisfies }Φrpxq} ď c.
We consider now the product M ˆ XP equipped with the spin
c bundle
S b SnP and with the following K ˆK action:
pkl, krq ¨ pm,xq “ pkr ¨m, pkl, krq ¨ xq.
The moment map relative to the action of KˆK on the line bundle detpSb
SnP q is
pm,xq ÞÝÑ pΦnl pxq,ΦSpmq ` Φ
n
r pxqq.
We restrict the action of K ˆ K on M ˆ XP to the subgroup H ˆ K.
We see that the corresponding moment map pp ˝ Φnl ,ΦS ` Φ
n
r q is proper,
so we can consider the formal geometric quantization of the spinc manifold
pMˆXP ,SbS
n
P q relative to the action of HˆK: Q
´8
KˆHpMˆXP ,SbS
n
P q P
RˆpK ˆHq.
We are interested in the following H-module
Epnq :“
“
Q´8HˆKpM ˆ XP ,S b S
n
P q
‰K
.
The proof of Theorem 4.1 will follows from the computation of the
asymptotic behaviour of Epnq by two means.
4.3 First computation
Let us write Q´8K pM,Sq “
ř
O
mO pi
K
O
.
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Proposition 4.4 We have
lim
nÑ8
Epnq “ Q´8K pM,Sq|H :“
ÿ
λPKˆ
mO pi
K
O |H P RˆpHq
Proof. We start by using the multiplicative property (Theorem 3.4):
Q´8HˆKpM ˆ XP ,S b S
n
P q “ Q
´8
K pM,SM q bQHˆKpXP ,S
n
P q.
Thanks to Proposition 4.3, we know that QHˆKpXP ,S
n
P q is equal toÿ
OXtnP ˝`ρu‰H
piKO |H b ppi
K
O q
˚ `Rpnq
with Rpnq “
ř
O
an,O pi
K
O
|Hbppi
K
O
q˚ where an,O ‰ 0 only if OXtnBP `ρu ‰
H. So we see that
Epnq “
ÿ
OXtnP ˝`ρu‰H
mO pi
K
O |H ` rpnq
with rpnq “
“
Q´8K pM,Sq bRpnq
‰K
. It remains to check that limnÑ8 rpnq “
0 in RˆpHq.
If O is a K-coadjoint orbit we denote }O} the norm of any of its element.
Note that there exists d ą 0 such that if OXtnBP`ρu ‰ H, then }O} ě nd.
Let O1 be a regular admissible H-orbit. By definition the multiplicity of
piH
O1
in rpnq decomposes as follows
rpiHO1 : rpnqs “
ÿ
O
an,OmO rpi
H
O1 : pi
K
O |Hs.
Suppose that rpnq does not tends to 0 in RˆpHq: there exists a regular
admissible H-orbit O1 such that the set tn ě 1, rpiH
O1
: rpnqs ‰ 0u is infi-
nite. Hence there exists a sequence pnk,Okq such that limkÑ8 nk “ 8 and
ank,Ok mOk rpi
H
O1
: piK
Ok
|H s ‰ 0.
Thanks to the rQ,Rs “ 0 property, we have
(4.8)
$’&’%
1. }Ok} ě dnk,
2. Ok P ΦSpMq,
3. O1 Ă ppOkq,
where p : k˚ Ñ h˚ is the projection. Points 2. and 3. give that
Ok P KΦS
`
pp ˝ΦSq
´1pO1q
˘
.
Since p ˝ΦS is proper, we have only a finite number of K-admissible orbits
contained in the compact setKΦS
`
pp ˝ ΦSq
´1pO1q
˘
. This is in contradiction
with the first point. l
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4.4 Reduction in stage
In this section, we explain the case of reduction in stages. Suppose that
we have an action of the compact Lie group G ˆ K on the spinc manifold
pN,SN q. Let ΦSN “ Φ
G
SN
‘ΦK
SN
: N Ñ g˚‘k˚ be the corresponding moment
map associated to the choice of an invariant connection ∇ on detpSN q. We
suppose that
• 0 is a regular value of ΦK
SN
,
• K acts freely on Z :“ pΦK
SN
q´1p0q,
• the set Φ´1
SN
p0q is compact.
We denote by pi : Z Ñ N0 :“ Z{K the corresponding G-equivariant
principal fibration.
On Z, we obtain an exact sequence 0 ÝÑ TZ ÝÑ TM |Z
TΦKÝÑ rk˚s Ñ
0, where rk˚s is the trivial bundle Z ˆ k˚. We have also an orthogonal
decomposition TZ “ TKZ ‘ rks where rks is the sub-bundle identified to
Z ˆ k through the map pp,Xq ÞÑ X ¨ p. So TM |Z admits the orthogonal
decomposition TN |Z » TKZ ‘ rks ‘ rk
˚s. We rewrite this as
(4.9) TN |Z » TKZ ‘ rkCs
with the convention rks “ Z ˆ pk b Rq and rk˚s “ Z ˆ pk b iRq. Note that
the bundle TKZ is naturally identified with pi
˚pTN0q.
We can divide the spinc-bundle SN |Z by the spin
c-bundle
Ź
kC for the
vector space kC (see Section 2.2 in [18]).
Definition 4.5 Let SN0 be the spin
c-bundle on N0 such that
SN |Z » pi
˚pSN0q b r
ľ
kCs
is an isomorphism of graded Clifford bundles on TN |Z.
We see then that the line bundle detpSN0q is equal to detpSN q|Z{K.
Hence the connection ∇ on detpSN q induces a G-invariant connection ∇0 on
detpSN0q. The corresponding moment map ΦSN0 : N0 Ñ g
˚ is the equivari-
ant map induced by ΦG
SN
: N Ñ g˚.
Proposition 4.6 We have the following relation
rQGˆKpN,SN , tΦSN “ 0uqs
K “ QGpN0,SN0 , tΦSN0 “ 0uq in RˆpGq.
Proof. The proof is done in Section 3.4.2 of [18] in the Hamiltonian
setting. The same proof works here.
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4.5 Second computation
We consider Q´8H pM,Sq P RˆpHq.
Proposition 4.7 Suppose that the generic infinitesimal stabilizer of the K-
action on M is abelian. Let O1 be a regular admissible H-orbit. There exists
nO1 ě 1 such that “
piHO1 : Epnq
‰
“
“
piHO1 : Q
´8
H pM,Sq
‰
when n ě nO1.
Proof. First of all, since the K-action on M has generic abelian in-
finitesimal stabilizers, we see that the H ˆ K-action on M ˆ XP has also
generic abelian infinitesimal stabilizers.
Let us denote O˜ the H ˆK regular admissible orbit O1 ˆKρ. We work
with the H ˆK manifold
N :“M ˆ XP ˆ O˜
˚
which is equipped with the spinc bundles SnN :“ SbS
n
P bSO˜˚ . The moment
map associated to the action of HˆK on detpSnN q is ΦSnN “ pΦ
n
H ,Φ
n
Kq where
ΦnHpm,x, η, ξq “ p pnΦlpxq ` ϕlpxqq ` η,
and
ΦnKpm,x, η, ξq “ ΦSpmq ` nΦrpxq ` ϕrpxq ` ξ
for pm,x, η, ξq PM ˆ XP ˆ pO
1q˚ ˆ pKρq˚.
Thanks to the multiplicative property we have“
piHO1 : Epnq
‰
“
“
Q´8HˆKpN,S
n
N q
‰HˆK
.
Using the fact that the H ˆ K-action on M ˆ XP has generic abelian in-
finitesimal stabilizers, we know that
(4.10)
“
piHO1 : Epnq
‰
“
“
QHˆKpN,S
n
N , tΦSnN “ 0uq
‰HˆK
.
See Remark 3.5. Now we are going to compute the right hand side of (4.10)
by using the reduction in stage (see Section 4.4).
We start with the
Lemma 4.8 There exists R,R1 ą 0, independent of n, such that if
pm,x, η, ξq P tΦSn
N
“ 0u then }ΦSpmq} ď R and }Φrpxq} ď R
1{n.
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Proof. Let pm,x, η, ξq P tΦSn
N
“ 0u. We have p pnΦlpxq ` ϕlpxqq ` η “ 0
and ΦSpmq`nΦrpxq`ϕrpxq`ξ “ 0. Let k P K such that kΦrpxq “ ´Φlpxq
(see Point p2q in Section 4.1). We get then ppΦSpkmqq`ppkϕrpxq`ϕlpxq`
ξq` η “ 0. The term ppkϕrpxq`ϕlpxq` ξq` η is bounded, and since p ˝ΦS
is proper, the variable m belongs to a compact of M (independent of n).
Finally the identity ΦSpmq ` nΦrpxq ` ϕrpxq ` ξ “ 0 shows that nΦrpxq is
bounded by a quantity independent of n. l
So, if n is large enough, the set tΦSn
N
“ 0u is contained in the open
subset M ˆ X oP ˆ O˜
˚ Ă N that we can identify with
N˜ “M ˆK ˆ UP ˆ O˜
˚
through the diffeomorphism Υ : KˆUP Ñ X
o
P (see Point p4q in Section 4.1).
Moreover, thanks to (4.7), for n large enough an element pm, g, ν, η, ξq P N˜
belongs to tΦSn
N
“ 0u if and only if
(4.11)
#
nppgνq ` η “ 0,
ΦSpmq ´ nν ` ξ “ 0.
We use now the reduction in stage for n large enough. The map
pm, η, ξ, gq ÞÑ pm, g,
ΦSpmq ` ξ
n
, ηq
defines a diffeomorphism between M ˆ O˜˚ ˆ K and the sub-manifold
Z :“ tΦnK “ 0u Ă N˜ and induces a diffeomorphism
Ψ :M ˆ O˜˚
„
ÝÑ N0 “ Z{K.
Through the diffeomorphism Ψ, the H-action on N0 “ Z{K corresponds
to the induced action of the subgroup H » tph, hq, h P Hu Ă H ˆ K on
M ˆ O˜˚. Through the diffeomorphism Ψ, the moment map ΦSn
N0
: N0 Ñ h
˚
becomes
Φ
O˜
pm, ξ, ηq “ ppΦSpmq ` ξq ` η,
for pm, ξ, ηq PM ˆ O˜˚.
Lemma 4.9 Through the diffeomorphism Ψ, the induced spinc bundle SnN0
corresponds to SM b SO˜˚.
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Proof. We consider the restriction of the spinc bundle SnP to the open
subset X ˝P . Let S
n :“ Υ´1pSnP |X ˝P q be the corresponding K ˆK-equivariant
spinc bundle on K ˆ UP . It must be of the form S
n » F ˆ
Ź
kC ˆK ˆ UP
where F is a character of K ˆK. If we look at the value of SnP at the point
Υp1, 0q P XP , we see that F is trivial. The Lemma follows. l
Finally, for n large enough, we get“
piHO1 : Epnq
‰
“
“
QHˆKpN,S
n
N , tΦSnN “ 0uq
‰HˆK
r1s
“
”
QHpN0,S
n
N0
, tΦSn
N0
“ 0uq
ıH
r2s
“
”
QHpM ˆ O˜
˚,S b S
O˜˚
, tΦ
O˜
“ 0uq
ıH
r3s
“
”
Q´8H pM ˆ O˜
˚,S b S
O˜˚
q
ıH
r4s
“
”
Q´8H pM,Sq bQHpO˜
˚,S
O˜˚
q
ıH
r5s
“
“
piHO1 : Q
´8
H pM,Sq
‰
. r6s
First we see that r1s corresponds to (4.10). Equality r2s is the reduction
in stage (see Proposition 4.6) and Equality r3s is a consequence of the dif-
feomorphism Ψ (see Lemma 4.9). Equality r4s follows from the fact that M
has abelian generic infinitesimal stabilizers (see Remark 3.5). Equality r5s
is a consequence of the multiplicative property. Equality r6s follows from
the identity QHpO˜
˚,S
O˜˚
q “ ppiH
O1
q˚.
The proof of Proposition 4.7 is completed. l
We can now conclude our exposition. Proposition 4.4 tell us that
limnÑ8Epnq “ Q
´8
K pM,Sq|H while Proposition 4.7 says that limnÑ8Epnq
“ Q´8H pM,Sq when the manifold M has abelian generic infinitesimal sta-
bilizers. So we have proved Theorem 4.1 for manifolds with abelian generic
infinitesimal stabilizers. But we have checked in Lemma 4.2 that it is suffi-
cient to get the proof of Theorem 4.1 in the general case.
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